H.T. Becker's work is perceptive and clear. He uses luminescent techniques that seem to spread a diffused light over the surface of the painting. This combined with the realism in which his work is created evokes a haunting quality. Mr. Becker has won numerous awards and his works are in public and private collections nationally and abroad. Editions limited to 950 signed and numbered by the artist. Printed in full color.

To order, please send your check or money order to:
First Impressions, 6900 Grove Road, Thorofare, New Jersey 08086
(N.J. residents add 6% sales tax.)
TUBEX®, the unique, safer, hands-off injector that puts you farther from the needle and cartridge than any other injection system.

There's no touching... shaking... manipulation of cartridge or needle. Just twist and drop.

Nurses preferred TUBEX almost 3:1 for the prevention of accidental needle stick injuries in a study comparing TUBEX Injector and Carpuject.* Which is one more reason to adopt TUBEX— the injection system designed as if your life depended on it.

FARHER FROM THE POINT OF DANGER

*Carpuject® is a registered trademark of Winthrop Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
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